Metastasizing Pleomorphic Adenoma of the Submandibular Gland with Metastasis to the Lung and Sternum: CT and MR Imaging Findings
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**Abstract:**

Distant metastasis of benign pleomorphic adenoma of salivary glands rarely occurs, and these neoplasms have been termed metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma. We present a rare case of metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma of the submandibular gland with lung and bone metastases was obtained MR images and pathological findings. On MRI, the lesions were depicted as an area of high signal intensity on T2-WI, reflecting myxoid or/and chondroid matrices. Metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma should be considered as a differential diagnosis when a pulmonary lesion shows high signal intensity on T2-WI and the patient has a medical history of salivary pleomorphic adenoma.
Introduction

Pleomorphic adenomas or benign mixed tumors are the most common tumor of the salivary glands [1,2]. The clinical and pathologic features of pleomorphic adenoma are generally benign, but recurrence can result from incomplete surgical excision [1-3]. Distant metastasis of pleomorphic adenoma rarely occurs, and these neoplasms have been termed metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma or metastasizing mixed tumor [1-5]. The clinical and pathological features of metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma have been reported [1,2,5-9], but its imaging findings have rarely been reported. We report a case of metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma of the submandibular gland with lung and bone metastasis.

Case Report

A 40-year-old woman was admitted with a cough and dyspnea on exercise. Her medical history included a total resection of the right submandibular gland for pleomorphic adenoma seven years ago. Her physical examination and laboratory findings were normal.

The initial chest radiograph showed a mass and a nodule in the left upper and right lower lung zones. A chest CT demonstrated a nodule in the right lower lobe and two lesions in the left upper and lower lobes (Fig. 1A, B). These
lesions had lobulated shapes with homogeneous soft tissue attenuation. The two lesions in the left upper and lower lobes had broad contact with the left major fissure. A small osteolytic lesion was seen in the body of the sternum (not shown). No swelling of mediastinal lymph nodes was revealed.

On MRI, these pulmonary lesions showed low signal intensity on T1-weighted images (WI) (Spin echo [SE] 902/10) and heterogeneous intermediate to high intensity on T2-WI (Fast SE 7216/90.0) (Fig. 2A). The lesion in the body of the sternum demonstrated low signal intensity on T1-WI and high intensity on T2-WI (Fig. 2B).

A percutaneous needle biopsy with CT guidance was performed for the mass in the left upper lobe. Chondromatous hamartoma or chondroma was pathologically suspected. An apico-posterior segmentectomy of the left upper lobe and partial resection of basal segment of the right lower lobe and the superior segment of the left lower lobe were performed. The all specimens were elastic, hard, and yellowish white in color. They were almost surrounded by normal lung parenchyma, but the mass in the left upper lobe extruded toward the pleural surface.

The microscopic findings of the specimens revealed a large number of epithelial components (Fig. 3A). The tumors were composed of nests and sheets of rounded and cuboidal epithelial cells with eosinophilic or clear cytoplasm
and intervening myxoid stroma. Chondroid components were also observed (Fig. 3B). The tumors had some necrosis foci, and tumor emboli in the peripheral pulmonary arteries with extension beyond the elastic fibers were revealed by Elastica van Gieson staining (Fig. 3C). The tumor in the left lower lobe had partial fibrous capsule defects and had invaded into the visceral pleura, but did not extend over the external pleural surface. Mitoses were detected in some tumor cells (Fig. 3D). On average, the number of mitoses was about one or two per 10-high power fields. The pathological diagnosis was pleomorphic adenoma with cellular atypia.

We correlated the pathological findings of the pulmonary lesions with those of the MR imaging to focus on the distribution of the stromal components and epithelial elements. The abundant stromal components that were associated with myxoid or/chondroid matrices mainly showed a high signal intensity, and the sparse epithelial elements demonstrated intermediate intensity on T2-WI.

The pulmonary lesions were suspected to be metastases from the submandibular tumor because of the patient’s medical history. The pathological features of the right submandibular gland tumor, which had been proven to be a pleomorphic adenoma, were similar to those of the pulmonary tumors. Some tumor cell mitoses were also observed. Based on these pathological findings, the pulmonary lesions were diagnosed as distant metastases from the
pleomorphic adenoma of the submandibular gland; i.e. a metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma.

The patient was followed-up for two years after surgery. However, she developed a cough and back pain and was re-admitted to our hospital. A large mass adjacent to the left pulmonary hilum was revealed on a chest radiograph and CT (Fig. 4A). The osteolytic lesion of the sternum was markedly increased in size with disruption of the bony cortex. On MRI, the left perihilar mass was seen as an area of low signal intensity on T1-WI (SE 923/14) and heterogenous intermediate to high intensity on T2-WI (Fast SE 3000/78) (Fig. 4B). The bone lesion was observed as low signal intensity on T1-WI and high intensity on T2-WI (Fig. 4C). No biopsy or surgical resection was not performed. However, pulmonary recurrence and bone metastasis was strongly suspected because of the MR imaging characteristics of the lesions and the clinical outcome. Conventional extra-beam radiotherapy (45 Gy) and chemotherapy (2400 mg of 5-fluorouracil and 340 mg of nedaplatin) were attempted for the perihilar and bone lesions, but had little therapeutic effect. Surgical resection, a left completion pneumonectomy and resection of the body of the sternum, were carried out after 4 months. The specimens obtained a similar macroscopic appearance to those provided by the previous operation. The perihilar mass was almost completely surrounded by a fibrous capsule with a compressive growth,
but it extruded toward the pleural surface and invaded into the pericardium. The microscopic findings of the pulmonary and sternal specimens showed pleomorphic adenoma with cellular atypia and were consistent with metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma.

**Discussion**

The clinical and pathologic features of pleomorphic adenoma are generally benign, but recurrence can result from incomplete surgical excision [1-3]. Malignant mixed tumors of salivary gland origin have poor prognoses that often involve rapid death despite various therapeutic attempts. The group of malignant mixed tumors includes carcinoma arising in pleomorphic adenomas (so called carcinoma ex-pleomorphic adenoma) and carcinosarcoma (so called true malignant mixed tumor).

Pleomorphic adenoma rarely metastasizes, and there have been only a few reports of its distant metastasis [5-8]. These neoplasms have been termed metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma or metastasizing mixed tumor of the salivary gland [1-3]. Metastatic lesions have been discovered in the bone, lung, lymph nodes, oral cavity, pharynx, skin, liver, retroperitoneum, kidney, calvarium, and central nervous system [5-8]. Metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma is a histologically benign but biologically controversial entity. In
terms of the pathological features of metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma, malignant components such as anaplasia and increased mitotic activity are not generally seen in primary tumors and metastasizing lesions. However, a few cases demonstrated some cellular pleomorphism as well as the presence of mitoses, which are not sufficient to warrant a diagnosis of malignancy [1, 4]. The mitoses in the reported cases varied from 0-3.4 mitoses per 10 high-power fields, with an average mitotic count of 1 mitosis per 10 high-power fields [1]. In our case, some mitoses and cellular pleomorphism were also observed, but the pathological profile was consistent with metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma.

The imaging features of pleomorphic adenoma of the salivary gland has been reported previously [11,12]. MRI is regarded as especially useful for the imaging of pleomorphic adenoma of the salivary gland. It tends to have a homogeneous or heterogeneous appearance, showing an intermediate to low signal intensity on T1-WI and a high signal intensity on T2-WI. The stromal components associated with myxoid or/chondroid matrices show high signal intensity, and epithelial elements show intermediate intensity on T2-WI. In contrast studies, the stromal components are demonstrated as marked enhancement and epithelial elements are shown reduced enhancement.
Only a few case reports have given detailed descriptions of the imaging features of metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma [5]. Because metastasizing lesions have similar pathologic findings to primary tumors, we presume that the imaging findings of metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma are similar to those of salivary gland pleomorphic adenomas. In fact, the pulmonary lesions in our case had a homogeneous appearance with a low signal intensity on T1-WI and a high signal intensity on T2-WI. Based on the correlation between the pathological findings of pulmonary lesions and those of the MR imaging, the abundant stromal components associated with myxoid or/and chondroid matrices mainly showed high signal intensity, and the sparse epithelial elements demonstrated intermediate intensity on T2-WI.

In our case, the pulmonary lesions were suspected to be chondromatous hamartoma or chondroma preoperatively because of a lack of information about medical history of the patient. Pulmonary chondromatous hamartoma, chondroma, and chondrosarcoma are often seen as areas of high signal intensity on T2-WI as well as metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma due to their abundant chondroid matrix [13]. Therefore, differentiation among them is radiologically difficult. It has been reported that a complete and accurate medical history is one of the most helpful elements for differential diagnosis [4]. However, the signal intensity on T2-WI of metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma of the lung
may be higher than that of primary lung cancer or pulmonary metastasis from common primary tumors (such as colorectal cancer).

The mechanism underlying the metastatic behavior of salivary pleomorphic adenomas is unclear. Because most reported cases occurred after surgical treatment of primary or recurrent lesions of the salivary gland, it has been hypothesized that surgical manipulation may cause tumor cell dislodgement and vascular implantation with subsequent hematogenous spread [5]. An other hypothesis suggests that metastasis to the lung might be due to seeding of aspirated tumor cells [7]. In our case, the former hypothesis is suggested because the pulmonary lesion in the left lower lobe contained some tumor emboli in the peripheral pulmonary arteries.

In conclusion, we have reported a case of metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma, for which we obtained MR images and pathological findings. On MRI, the pulmonary lesions were depicted as an area of high signal intensity with areas of intermediate signal intensity on T2-WI. It was presumed that the abundant stromal components associated with myxoid or/and chondroid matrices of pulmonary lesions demonstrated high signal intensity and the sparse epithelial elements showed intermediate intensity on T2-WI. Metastasizing pleomorphic adenoma should be considered as a differential diagnosis when a pulmonary lesion shows a high signal intensity on T2-WI and the patient has a
medical history of salivary pleomorphic adenoma.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1.

**A, B.** CT demonstrates pulmonary lesions in the left upper and lower lobes. These lesions have homogeneous soft tissue attenuation in contact with the left major fissure. The mass in the left upper lobe partially extrudes toward to the left lower lobe (arrow).

Figure 2.

**A.** On MRI, the mass is depicted as an area of high signal intensity within areas of intermediated intensity on T2-WI (Fast spin echo [FSE] 7216/90.0).

**B.** A small bone lesion of the sternum is also demonstrated as a high signal intensity area (arrow).

Figure 3. Microscopic findings of the pulmonary lesions.

**A, B.** A large number of epithelial components with nests and sheets of rounded and cuboidal epithelial cells are seen with the intervening myxoid stroma. Chondroid components are also observed (arrows in B).

**C.** A tumor embolism in the peripheral pulmonary artery with extension beyond the elastic fibers (arrows) is revealed by Elastica van Gieson stainning.

**D.** Mitosis is detected in a tumor cell (arrow).
**Figure 4.** Follow up study two years after the surgical procedure.

**A.** A coronal reconstructed postcontrast CT image shows a large mass in the left perihilar region.

**B.** MR imaging demonstrates the left perihilar mass with heterogenous intermediate to high intensity on T2-WI (FSE 3000/78)

**C.** The bone lesion is demonstrated as an area of high signal intensity on T2-WI (arrow).
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